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Most malicious computer use targets programs and people. They look for software that 
was not written properly or people who do not realize the affects their actions can take on the rest 
of the system. What happens when the malicious use targets the hardware of the computer? It 
causes a great deal of panic and fear. That is what the vulnerabilities Spectre and Meltdown did. 
The response to such devastating vulnerabilities is critical for maintaining good will between 
computer companies and customers and secure systems. 
The vulnerabilities Spectre and Meltdown are able to bypass the security in computers 
such as needing to be a privileged user to perform certain actions. Most attacks rely on poorly 
optimized programs that allow the attacker to become a privileged user. These CPU attacks, 
however, do not need to do this. Instead, 
they use the CPU’s speculative execution 
to gain access to this information.  
Speculative execution was designed 
as a way to speed up computer processing 
time by having the CPU guess which 
pieces of memory it will need and grab 
them. If this guess is wrong, the memory is 
discarded. This can be seen demonstrated 
in the figure to the right. The attackers use 
this discarded data to infer what data was 
in that buffer, and thus gain information 
How operating systems have responded CPU vulnerabilities like Spectre and Meltdown 
that attack the fundamentals of how a CPU works, and how this will affect future 
developments in OS and CPU design. 
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that they should not have. A graphical representation of how attackers accomplish this can be 
seen in the figure below. So far, this has only been found to affect Intel CPUs, but Intel owns a 
large portion of the CPU market. Intel’s countermeasures against Meltdown have only brought to 
light similar vulnerabilities. The good news is that these exploits are very difficult to perform for 
an attacker. Some have only worked in laboratory conditions. 
These issues have had patches pushed at hardware and BIOS level. However, the largest 
contributor for keeping these attacks from happening is from the operating system (OS) vendors. 
They can use specific instructions that overwrite the data that the CPU would have discarded. 
This keeps the data from being read and inferred by an attacker. There is a problem with this 
however, it slows the down the OS. It has also been recommended that operating systems disable 
hyperthreading, further slowing down the computer. As Red Hat, an OS vendor, has said, 
introducing security to your system will slow down the machine. This is cost of keeping your 
information and machine safe. However, as time has passed the patches have been optimized, 
mitigating unnecessary slow downs. They have also commented that problems such as these are 
easily patchable on the software side, but to get a hardware fix will take some time. 
Unfortunately, the consumers’ hands are tied in this situation as vulnerabilities target a hardware 
issue. The best course of action for consumers in this situation is to apply the patches as they are 
released, keeping their system up to date, and practice common anti-virus/anti-malware habits.  
The CPU is the heart and brain of the computer. When it is attacked, everyone feels the 
ramifications. Therefore, operating systems vendors like Red Hat or Microsoft are put in the hot 
seat of dealing with the issue rather than hardware designers like Intel. It is easier for the higher-
level system to monitor the efforts of the CPU rather than completely redesign how the CPU 
works and likely take an ever more drastic loss to the overall performance of the system. Thus, 
while CPU designers work to mitigate these problems in the future, operating systems will have 




Figure 2 (Credit: Tech Republic) 
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